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Editorial
This month we bring you two articles focusing on the club’s growing
development of junior athletes.
Jim Desmond reports on a season he describes as “by far the best that
the club has ever had in junior Surrey League categories”. Meanwhile
your Straggler profile this month is Merran Sell who reflects on the
founding of our Junior Handicap back in 2003 and its future moving
forward working alongside Ranelagh.
Recently we were contacted by Little Feet runner Abbie Swancott, a
sports dietician interested in promoting her work and knowledge to
club members via articles in the Stragmag. I’m not about to drag the
rest of you down to my level but I’m sure my own diet is far from
perfect and so I felt this could make an interesting addition to the mag.
We have a wealth of knowledge within the club; as the creation of the
Structured Training Programme demonstrates, and I’ve always been
keen for Stragmag to be a place to share this for the benefit of all
members, so do get in touch if you feel you have a certain area of
running or fitness expertise to share.
Thank you to all contributors and to Dave and Steve for their help with
bringing you this issue.
The deadline for the March issue is Thursday 24th.

Simon Webb
Stragmag@stragglers.org
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Stragglers
It was a mixed final day of cross country action this month. Our ladies
team finished 13th out of 15 on race day 4 and in doing so, avoided
relegation and kept their spot in division 1.
The men however missed out on promotion from division 3 – reports to
follow.
Welsh Castles. Both our Welsh Castles teams are full, however as you’ll
know from previous years, reserves are often crucial as there’s plenty of
time between now and June for injuries or other commitments to mean
the subs bench is required. So if interested in being a stand by please
contact either Malcolm or Helen Davies (see January Stragmag for
contact details).
Greenbelt Relay. Peter Wedderburn and Sarah Winter are organising
teams for Green Belt Relay (May 21-22). If you can run or support the
event in any other way, please let them know.
Club kit. We’ve recently received new stock of club vests, so if you
require one please see Kev Best on a Thursday night or contact him via
the Stragglers website.
Calling London Marathon runners! A large number of Stragglers go
and support on the day and the April Stragmag will be publishing a list
of everyone who is running so we can spot you. Race day may still be a
couple of months away but do get in touch in the coming weeks to let
me know your expected time, Stragmag@stragglers.org.
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Stragglers Juniors
2016 Surrey League Season “by far the best the club has ever had”
Saturday February 13th concluded the Surrey League for another year.
Super runs by all who made it to the start line on a testing day,
particularly debutants Madeline and Christian who both finished
strongly in these very tough races.
Girls:
U13
10th
19th
41st

Boys:
U13
34th
U15
8th
12th
18th

Richmond Park
49 Finishers
Poppy Jensen
Maisie Jensen
Madelaine McGuigan

Full Results

14:31
15:03
17:23

Wimbledon Common
49 Finishers
Christian Collier
31 Finishers
Kieran Desmond
Joseph Yee
Harry Horsman

Full results

18:17
15:36
15:56
16:35

Season Results
The 2016 results were very encouraging – in fact by far the best that
the club has ever had in junior Surrey League categories. Many of us
will recall that it was only a few years ago that we were without
representation at all in the junior Surrey League races.
These results need to be taken in the context that there is only a single
race including all clubs regardless of what division their seniors race in.
Also Surrey is one of the strongest counties nationally for junior
athletics and there are some very established clubs competing.
In total we had 14 Straggler Juniors who raced this season, with the
full Season Results here:
-

Girls
Boys
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Highlights:
-

Team
U13 Girls:
6th
U15/17 Boys: 7th

-

Individual
The website is showing scoring for all 4 races with these placings –
well done to both on great achievement.
U13 Girls:
Poppy Jensen 3rd
U15/17 Boys: Harry Horsman 3rd
However I believe season medals are awarded on basis of best-3
races so placings will change as a result, and we don’t yet know
where these finished or if anyone else comes into the reckoning.

Jim Desmond

Stragglers men narrowly miss
promotion at final race
It was a disappointing end-of-season for the Stragglers men. They'd
placed themselves well in second place with one race to go and 2 teams
gaining promotion. However, those that braved the wintery yet typical
cross country conditions at Lloyd Park on Saturday 13 February did
what they could but unfortunately we lacked one or 2 higher scoring
runners which may have made the difference.
We were only able to finish 3rd on the day which meant we were 3rd
overall in the league. The Kingston Athletic and Polytechnic Club
finished first, 139 points ahead of us and Epson and Ewell were second,
115 points ahead of us. This means another season in Division 3.
After the race the Team Manager, celebrating his birthday and not the
result, bought everybody a drink in The George in Croydon. Perhaps
this is where the most excitement of the day occurred. Sparky the Dog
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got into an altercation with some local oiks that necessitated the police
being called to calm the situation.
Credit should go to all the runners that turned out for the League races
during the season and in particular Simon Ford, who finished 5th
senior overall. The following runners attended all 4 league races: Tiago
Ramos, Jonathon Davies, Gareth Pritchard and Richard Baggott. Most
improved runner goes to Ollie Bowers.
We have one more race - The Ellis Trophy on Saturday 5 March in
Richmond Park, 15:00hrs start. If interested in running please contact
Mark Pattinson.

Mark Pattinson

Stragglers ladies stay in division 1
Thanks to all the ladies who ran in the final Surrey league of the
season at Richmond Park last Saturday, there were lots of us and a
good team effort! A biting wind and on-off rain meant tough conditions
but 11 Stragglers ladies battled the elements and secured a good final
result, coming ahead of our two relegation competitors - which sees us
remain in Division 1 for the next cross country season.
A big thanks to everyone, some running on tired legs and some with
events the following day to run in also! A good season from the ladies
and something to build on for next season - we had a good turnout at all
the races this year and hope we can keep this up for the next season!
It is a high level league to compete in so I think we should acknowledge
how well we have done! And now running on the roads over the
summer will seem that much easier...! Thank you all.

Sarah Winter
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Straggler Profile:
Merran Sell
How long have you been in the
Stragglers and how did you first hear
about us?
I/we (Merran and Jim) joined in June
1996. I heard about Stragglers, actually
Little Feet, from an ex-Straggler when I
was doing Circuit Training at
Teddington Gym. As my cardiovascular
was not too good I decided that Circuit
Training wasn't the answer and I needed more continuous exercise,
such as running.

How long have you been running and what made you choose running as
a sport?
Jim read an article in the Evening Standard, by Greta Weitz, about
starting running from scratch. At the time we had two
small children and weren't getting much proper exercise. So we started
in Bushy Park and I couldn't even run a mile, but it was Little Feet
that really got me going.

Do you have a favourite race or distance?
Probably 10K or 10 Miles. My favourite race was the Medoc Marathon
which we ran three times - it's the wine and dancing that is so great.

What do you consider your greatest running achievement?
Possibly my first London Marathon because I didn't know if I could
complete the distance. When I passed the Straggler supporters and
Alexander (son), opposite Cleopatra's Needle, I was so excited to have
made it that far that I knew I would finish. Afterwards Alexander
wanted to know what I was on because I appeared to be as high as a
kite!
Otherwise it would also be the first Medoc Marathon because I had
injured myself running with Phil's group down from Richmond Gate to
Dysart Gate. The chiropractor said that he could get me fit enough
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to run a half marathon but if I ran a marathon I would never run
again. That was 12 years ago!
Anyway I went to the registration desk to hand in my entry number
and on seeing all the people from different countries and the buzz I
couldn't bear the thought of not running. I was told that there were lots
of first aid tents en route so Jim and I decided that we would give it
a go and see how far we got.
Chateau Rothschild was the half way point, which was also the
shortest route back to the start, but I felt absolutely fine. At 30K we got
to the chateau where we were staying and from then on Jim said just to
think of it as a normal 10K run, so we ran a bit and walked a bit and
got back in just over 6 hrs. It was such fun running with all the people
in fancy dress, the only other problem was that the previous night we
had been to one of the pasta parties and as I didn't think I would run
very far sampled lots of wine!!

How did the junior handicap come about and how did you get involved?
Some years ago I used to run the Coombe Hill 5 which, for
those who know it, is 3 laps. I was running with a Serpentine Runner
and we took turns in overtaking each other. At the finish he asked me
where on earth I had got all my supporters from. I didn't know what he
was talking about but then I realised he meant all the Stragglers’
children who were standing where you come back into the Coombe Hill
estate and cheering me on.
This got me thinking that as a club we didn't do anything
for children so I thought about setting up a Junior Handicap, along the
lines of the adult handicap. I think most people thought it wouldn't
work and we started with 12 runners. However, with the support from
other Stragglers, such as Sue Waters, Simon Brazil, Paul Graham,
Mark Thomas who set up the computer system for us and several
others, it took off.

How has it grown in recent years and what are you looking forward to
this year?
The Junior Handicap, now to be known as Stragglers and Ranelagh
Junior Running Group, has gone from 12 in 2003 to 80+ in 2015, per
event. The main reason that it has grown recently is due
to combining with Ranelagh which has injected a whole new
9

enthusiasm into the events. Also Sandra Blenkinsop, who is in charge
of sports and PE for Kingston schools, has publicized the events
amongst the schools in Kingston which has had an effect.
Following the funding we have received from Skipton Grass Roots
Giving, we are looking forward to including children with special needs
from SEN and mainstream schools. Having taught in SEN schools for
over 20 years there is nothing these children like better than to join in
with their able bodied peers. So we are hoping that we
can enthuse these youngsters to join in on a regular basis. As the
saying goes, watch this space. Also a big thank you to everyone who
voted for the funding.

Personal bests:
Possibly one of my personal bests was last year in the Parkrun when I
used Dave, from Little Feet, as a pacer and ran it in 26.40 which is the
same time as the Parkrun time that I ran 10 years ago.

Sports Nutrition: an introduction
Recently we were contacted by Little Feet runner Abbie Swancott,
a sports dietician interested in promoting her work to club
members via articles in the Stragmag.
I currently work in paediatrics in the NHS but am also a qualified
sports dietitian. Prior to relocating to London a little over 12 months
ago I worked with rugby league teams (Warrington Wolves Academy,
Featherstone Rovers and England women and U21 and U18) as well as
endurance athletes (ultramarathon, triathlon and endurance cycling).
Nutrition is a key factor in athletic training and performance but is
often overlooked – this can be for many reasons including time
constraints, focus on physical training and with so much conflicting
information available it can be so difficult to know which way to turn.
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Whether your goal is getting fitter, losing weight, training to improve a
personal best or run over a longer distance a good diet can help to
optimise training and achieve the best results.
A well planned, balanced diet is sufficient to meet all your
requirements – to maintain weight you may need to increase your
intake to fuel training. Some common mistakes include inadequate
energy intake and diets that significantly restrict particular food
groups. Regardless of your goal, without enough energy the body
struggles to fuel the demands of a training regime – this can ultimately
result in poor performance and possible injury.
However, it’s important to remember that increased energy
requirements that result from a training regime is not necessarily a
licence to indulge. The focus should be on regular meals and snacks,
particularly around training, and quality sources of protein and
carbohydrate.
Far from being the bad guy which it often made out to be, carbohydrate
is one of the most important nutrients in an athletes diet and
should contribute to over half of your dietary intake. Carbohydrate is
broken down to glucose, the most efficient source of fuel in your body.
Glucose is stored as glycogen in the muscle but because only relatively
small amounts of glycogen can be stored regular intake of carbohydrate
is necessary.
Carbohydrates should be part of all meals but importantly should also
be included pre workout, post workout and during longer sessions (over
an hour) to maintain and replenish energy stores and avoid fatigue.
This is particularly important during intensive training periods and
when training on consecutive days - carbohydrate in your recovery
meal or snack 60-90 minutes post workout will help to replenish
glycogen stores for your next session.
In endurance running hitting the wall is the feeling
of completely running out of energy – it can be avoided with adequate
carbohydrate intake in the run up to and during the event.
So whatever your goal, training is not sufficient. A well planned,
balanced diet is also essential.
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Do get in touch if you’d be interested in finding out more about what I
can offer, group sessions, individual consultation related to
performance and weight management, provide nutrition plans and
nutrition support.

Abbie Swancott
a.swancott@btinternet.com

Fulham FC 10k

Helen Davies, Peter Thompson, Sioned Morgan, Bert Kidwell, Richard Steeden

See full set of photos here

Can there have been a better way of spending a bitterly cold
Valentine’s Day morning than running the prestigious Craven
Cottage 10K in the colours of my beloved Watford?!!
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A group of around 200 brave souls gathered at the back of the Putney
end stand, the majority sporting their Fulham shirts for the 9:30 start,
myself and Bert Kidwell running in the colours of the mighty Watford,
Pete Thompson representing Charlton Athletic and there were even a
couple of defiant QPR supporters, unbowed despite their teams
drubbing at the hands of Fulham the day before.
The course itself followed the towpath for the majority of the route,
firstly cutting behind the Hammersmith end of the ground down to
Hammersmith Bridge, crossing to Barnes then eventually rejoining the
southern towpath back up to Putney Bridge, the run finishing into the
biting wind blowing through Bishops Park.
There followed the obligatory pitchside photo opportunity before we
dived into the warmth of the Cafe at the Cottage.
Big thanks to Fulham season ticket holders Helen & Malcolm for the
invite, highly recommended as a 10K with a difference and looking
forward to seeing more local sides (yes, that's you Bees boys)
represented in 2016!
And big thanks also to our team hypnotherapist Tracy Lepine for being
there to support us when there were several ways she would rather
have been spending a bitterly cold Valentine’s Day morning!

Richard Steeden
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Canterbury 10 Race Report
The last few years
I’ve caught the
marathon bug and
really enjoyed the
challenge of
getting mind and
body through
spring marathon
training.
You can have too
much of a good thing
though and I usually
try and fit in a race
or two because racing is fun, it adds a bit of variety to the training plan
and it can be a confidence booster if all goes well.
I've done quite a few half marathons recently so was keen to try
something new this year. Canterbury was where I went to school and
most of my family are still in the area. The Canterbury 10 is one of the
big local races and it was in the back of my mind to give it a go one day.
10 miles gave me the opportunity to run a little harder than half
marathon pace and not as far to shuffle if I get carried away and it goes
horribly wrong at the end.
This year saw a change in Race HQ to Barton Court School. The race
attracted the largest entry to date, just under 1,200 runners, and an
increase apparently of 50% over the previous year.
I got there early as usual which turned out to be a stroke of luck as
unfortunately almost everyone else turned up at the same time and
that, combined with the extra numbers, put some strain on the
facilities and organisation. Instead of separate queues for the bags,
toilets and race numbers everyone formed one big long queue and
general mass confusion ensued. Events like this don’t happen by
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accident and I’m sure there is a fair amount of trial and error involved.
Hopefully lessons will be learned and things will improve next year.
After a short delay whilst we waited for the queue for the ladies loos to
calm down, we got going. Weather was perfect, mild, a good 10 degrees
warmer than the previous weekend with a light breeze and light rain.
The route heads out of town so you don’t get to see much of Canterbury
itself but the last mile or so is a gradual downhill so you do get a good
view over the town and the Cathedral. The course was a mix of public
roads and single track country lanes passing through a few local
villages. It was good to see some of the locals venture out to lend their
support.
A couple of challenging climbs around 4 and 7 miles kept things
interesting but on the plus side some nice long downhills as well which
gave me a good opportunity to stretch my legs and pick up the pace a
bit.
I paced myself well on the hills and felt strong towards the end
eventually crossing the line in a time of 76 minutes. Not a PB but a
solid time and an enjoyable alternative to the Sunday long run.

Neil Carrington
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Stragglers Trip to France 11 Sept.
Battle of the Somme Anniversary Races

Last year Little Feet had a fantastic trip to France for the ‘Poppy
Country’ races at Albert! So, as it is the 100th anniversary of the
Battle of the Somme and of course the Stragglers’ 35th we are
going again next September.
We make our own arrangements for travel, accommodation and race
entry (Sunday 11th. September).
The 5k, 10k, half marathon and 11k walk are the same as last year
plus there’s the addition of a 12.4k Stelia Trail and 37.7 k Matraille
(which can also be run by a team of 3).
Entries and full details can be found at the official website here
The entry fees range from 7euros for the 5k to 24 for the Matraille
which you pay when you get there on race day or day before.
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Each finisher of the runs will get a poppy medal and a technical TShirt, and there are 100 Cups up for grabs. Last year our runners won
three and possibly, like last year, there may be a champagne reception
with the Mayor of Albert on the Saturday.
We all stayed at Amiens last year as the night life is probably better
than Albert. It is two hours by car from Calais. It is not only about the
races and The Somme, there are plenty of other things to see and do.
Any questions or suggestions, to Les at
lesandjackiebrown@hotmail.co.uk or telephone, 01784 558343

Les Brown

Last year’s race
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Tibialis-posterior tendinitis: here’s
how to avoid tibialis-posterior
tendinitis and iliotibial band
syndrome

Like its ‘neighbouring injuries’, Achilles tendinitis and plantar
fasciitis, tibialis-posterior tendinitis can plague athletes from a
variety of different sports.
The condition is actually an inflammation of the tendon of the
important but relatively little-known tibialis-posterior muscle, which
originates on the backs of the tibia and fibula in the lower part of the
leg. The oft-troubled tendon of the tibialis-posterior muscle passes
behind the medial malleolus (the inside of the ankle) and then inserts
on the bottom surfaces of eight key bones which lie just in front of the
heel area.
If you form a mental image of this anatomical positioning, you will
realise that a concentric (shortening) action of the tibialis-posterior
muscle would plantar-flex your ankle and ‘invert’ your foot (rotate it
inward, with the pivot axis at the ankle joint). The tibialis-posterior
muscle and its tendon also provide support for the arch of the foot.
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Symptoms to watch for
Although the tibialis-posterior tendon can rupture as a result of sudden
impact forces on the foot and ankle, the most common cause of tibialisposterior-tendon problems is overuse, which is another way of saying
that the tendon was simply not strong enough to stand up to your
chosen frequency, intensity, and volume of training. Symptoms of
tibialis-posterior tendinitis include soreness, pain, and swelling along
the inside of the ankle, as well as aching and discomfort along the
bottom of the foot. The foot troubled by tibialis-posterior tendinitis is
often ‘flatter’ than the other, problem-free foot (ie, the arch is less
concave), and an athlete with tibialis-posterior tendinitis may have a
fair amount of difficulty carrying out single-leg heel raises on the
affected leg.
So, our therapeutic movements for the tibialis-posterior muscle and its
tendon will involve eversion and dorsi-flexion of the ankle, these are
the very same motions which place the ilio-tibial band (ITB) along the
lateral, upper side of the leg under increased stress, too. In fact,
individuals with tibialis-posterior tendinitis often simultaneously suffer
from ilio-tibial band (ITB) syndrome, in which the outside of the knee is
red-hot, forming a pain duet with the tibialis posterior. The muscles
and tendons in the leg operate as a kinetic chain, and taxing motions in
the ankle (‘excess’ eversion and dorsi-flexion) can produce ripples of
stress which pass upward through the leg, inducing damage to the
tibialis-posterior tendon and its relative, the ITB. Of course, the
scenario can unfold ‘in reverse,’ too; that is, a weak ITB can lead to
excessive inward movement of the thigh when the foot is on the ground
and thus extra pronation at the ankle, which might very well heat up
the tibialis-posterior and its tendon.
Tibialis-posterior problems and ITB problems in the same leg, are also
often connected with an increase in shin-muscle strength in the
affected leg. The reason for this is that the shin muscles help control
the downward acceleration of the foot during running just before the
impact between the foot and the ground, and the shin muscles in a leg
with tibialis-posterior tendinitis will make an extra effort to control
that acceleration in order to take some of the stress of the tibialis
posterior and its tendon at footstrike (actually, the shin muscles are
20

pretty stupid, so the nervous system will tutor the shin muscle fibres in
the fine art of controlling footstrike, and such tutoring will enhance
shin-muscle strength). If you suffer from tibialis-posterior tendinitis,
try walking as long as possible on your heels, with your toes pointed
straight ahead; usually, the shin muscles in the non-affected leg will
become tired first.
The Tibialis-Posterior-Tendon and ITB Fortifying Programme
(1) Warm up with 10 minutes of very light jogging, cycling, ellipticaltrainer work, or stair-stepper action.
(2) Walk on your heels, with your ankles dorsi-flexed in an exaggerated
way, and with your toes pointed outward (i.e., with your ankles
everted). Take coordinated, medium-length steps, and continue until
you begin to feel significant fatigue in your ankle area(s); if you have
average strength, you should be able to walk in this manner for at least
two minutes. Rest for a moment while walking around normally, and
repeat. If you feel any pain in your ITB, tibialis-posterior area or arch
as you do this drill, discontinue the exercise immediately, and move on
to the next one.
(3) The tibialis-posterior muscle and tendon also provide support for
the arch, so exercises which strengthen the arch will take some of the
heavy load off the tibialis posterior and its tendon. To this end,
complete two sets of 60 toe grasps with each foot. Stand barefoot with
your feet hip-width apart. In an alternating pattern, curl the toes of
your right foot and then your left foot down and under, as though you
were grasping something with the toes of each foot. Repeat this action
(right foot, left foot, right foot, etc.) for a total of 60 repetitions on each
foot. Rest for a moment, and then repeat one more set. Try pulling
yourself across the floor (smooth surfaces work best) for a distance of
four to six feet as you become more skilled at this exercise.
(4) ITB exercise. Simply stand on one foot near the lateral edge of a
short bench, curb, or step, using the foot of your involved leg (the one
with the ITB problem). Your legs should be fairly straight. With both
knees locked, lower the opposite, non-involved foot and hip toward the
floor or ground. Your involved hip will also move slightly in a lateral
direction, in addition to moving up. This swivel-hip action is crucial to
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this exercise – and in fact represents exactly what happens to your hips
during the stance phase of the gait cycle.
Then hitch the hip up again to level. Repeat 10-15 reps.
Try to repeat these exercises daily, but at least 3 times a week.

Helen Westerby-Cox

Future Races
Final Club Championships cross country fixture – The Dysart
Cup/Ellis Trophy on 5 March.
March
Sat 5: Dysart Cup/Ellis Trophy – Richmond Park
Sun 6: Frank Harmer 10k – Brockwell Park, organizers Herne Hill
Harriers
Sun 13: Second Sunday 5 – Thames Hare and Hounds Clubhouse
Sun 20: Fleet Half Marathon
Fri 25: Maidenhead 10
Mon 28: River Thames Spring Half Marathon

April
Sun 3: Paddock Wood Half Marathon
Sun 10: Second Sunday 5 – T H and H
Sun 17: Fuller’s Towpath 10
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May
Sun 1:
Sun 8:
Sun 15:
Sat 21:

Richmond Half Marathon
Sutton 10k
Staines 10k
Sun 22: Green Belt Relay

June
4 & 5:

Welsh Castles Relay
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